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Last year I started offering Fiery Feeds in a new version, a free download with a

subscription for premium features. In the linked post I outlined why I believe that

(reasonably priced) subscriptions are a better option than paid up front apps in the App

Store.

Subscriptions
In the coming months I will be moving completely to the subscription model: The paid up

front app Fiery Feeds Premium is no longer available to purchase. (If you have previously

purchased the paid app, it is still available to download in the Purchased Section in the App

Store. I will keep Fiery Feeds Premium updated and working for a while longer, at least

until after iOS 11 is released.)

It seems Fiery Feeds lives in a niche much to small to offer an ad-supported version. The

ads never brought in any meaningful revenue (less then $20 in a year), partly because

Fiery Feeds doesn’t (and doesn’t aim to) appeal to a mass audience, and partly because the

ads very not placed very prominently. Since I simply don’t want to add more obtrusive ads,

I’ve decided to removed all ads, for everyone, and instead focus more on new features for

premium.

If you’re not already a premium subscriber, I would like to ask you to become one, if not for

the additional features, then to support the ongoing development of the app. I am going to

raise the price of the subscription to $10 / year once version 2.0 hits the store and existing

subscribers will keep their current price as long as they’re subscribed to premium.

Version 2.0
Fiery Feeds is now almost four years old, and while I’ve added a lot of features, the design

hasn’t changed much in that time. Some design decision, like having everything in the

navigation bar made sense when the iPhone 5 was the largest device available. I believe

it’s time to go back to the drawing board and think carefully about what still makes sense

and what to change. I will talk more about this in a future blog post.

Thank you all for your support over the years
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